The purpose of this review was to provide the reader with a succinct review of the history, clinical considerations, and devices associated with IO access” Burgert (2016).

Abstract:

OBJECTIVE: Intraosseous (IO) access is a method recommended by the American Heart Association and the European Resuscitation Council to administer resuscitative drugs and fluids when intravenous (IV) access cannot be rapidly or easily obtained. Many clinicians have limited knowledge or experience with the IO route. The purpose of this review was to provide the reader with a succinct review of the history, clinical considerations, and devices associated with IO access.

ReTweet if useful... The history of intraosseous access is described in this article https://ctt.ec/73IWy+ @ivteam #ivteam
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DESIGN: Narrative review.

SETTING: University-based academic research cell.

MAIN OUTCOME MEASURES: Not applicable.
RESULTS: Not applicable.

CONCLUSIONS: IO access is a lifesaving bridge to definitive vascular access that may be considered when an IV cannot be rapidly attained and the patient’s outcome may be negatively affected without prompt circulatory access. The IO route has few contraindications for use and a low rate of serious complications. Multiple manual and powered devices that may be placed in several anatomic sites are commercially available. All clinicians who provide acute care or respond to cardiovascular emergencies should obtain training and maintain proficiency in placing and using IO devices as the IO route is recommended by the major resuscitation organizations as the preferred route of infusion when rapid, reliable IV access is unavailable.
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